The performance of four different turbulence models in addressing shock wave-boundary layer instabilities is investigated. The problem chosen for this goal is a transonic flow over a 10% thick circular arc airfoil in a channel. The self-excited shock motion over the circular arc airfoil has been investigated before experimentally and those results are used as a benchmark for current study. Unsteady RANS and DES methods in combination with different turbulence models are used. All the methods can successfully predict the overall shock oscillatory behavior. Yet there are minor differences in frequency prediction. Another reason for choosing this problem is to better understand the physics governing the problem. It is found that the shock oscillation frequency strongly depends on mean shock wave location.
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I. Introduction
In industry and engineering applications, there are many instances of turbulent flows with large mean unsteady motion. Turbine blade flutter and buffeting of the airfoils are some examples of such flow. The unsteadiness can be either due to unsteady boundaries or instabilities of the flow itself which gets selfexcited. Unsteady boundary means moving boundaries or some time varying conditions at the boundary (e.g. unsteadu inlet pressure). The self-excited unsteadiness is flow induced and it happens without any external forcing. Von Karman street or buffeting of transonic airfoils are two of the famous example of such unsteadiness. We can also attribute the flow induced unsteadiness to different physics; for example Von Karman street is related to separation of flow from the body due to bluntness whereas in buffeting the unsteadiness is caused by shock wave boundary layer interaction over an airfoil.
The unsteadiness can be the source of some unwanted problems like overloading of the structures or noise generation. In any event to control this effect we must have a good understanding and prediction of flow behavior in the design process to avoid the undesirable consequences of these phenomena. On top of many experiments done in this field, in recent decades numerical methods have gained a lot of ground to address this issue. Faster computers have led to unsteady analysis of turbulent flows. Many methods like URANS, LES, DES and DNS are now being used to help us understand various problems.
1 The dominating physics of flow instability can well affect the parameters that it depends on and also the way flow is modelled.
In the case of shock boundary layer interaction, the periodic motion of the shock can be reproduced by unsteady Reynlods Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (URANS), large eddy simulation (LES) or detached eddy simulation (DES). In some cases like buffeting problem, to have URANS results match experiments, we may need to do some modifications compared to the experimental values. In some problems DES can not reproduce the self-sustained motion of the shock wave.
2 Other methods such as zonal DES is shown to be very successful for buffeting by Brunet and Deck.
3 For URANS method, past research 4 has revealed that the accuracy of the numerical calculations is mainly dictated by the accuracy of the turbulence model. The same behavior was reported by Ji and Liu 5 for flow over an arc airfoil. In the shock oscillation over an arc airfoil, the numerical simulation is very challenging and difficult. This challenge comes from the fact that the separation is induced by the shock wave and not the geometry. Although URANS is shown to be pretty successful in predicting shedding from bluff bodies, 6 it becomes less reliable in problems where separation is caused otherwise. Flow oscillation over the circular arc airfoil is solved before using very primitive turbulence models like Baldwin-Lomax in two dimensions 5 but to the knowledge of the authors, it has never been solved by more advanced turbulence models such as SA or SST turbulence models as well as more complex models like DES. Ji and Liu 5 used k − ω and SST turbulence models but they did not resolve the unsteadiness of the flow. In this study we are using different turbulence models in two dimensions to first better understand the governing physics of the problem and second compare the behavior of each turbulence model for this specific problem type.
II. Governing Equations and Computational Method

II.A. Governing Equations
We solve the Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
To solve for the unsteady flow, we use Unsteady RANS and DES methods. Unsteady RANS is combined with Spalart-Almaras 
II.B. Turbulence Models
The turbulence models used for the analysis are pretty well established and the coefficient of each can be found in many references like Wilcox.
9 Here we just briefly include the equations. It is important to remember that the same turbulence models are combined to find the DES results.
The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is a one-equation model which on top of Favre-Averaged NavierStokes equations, solves a differential equation for the turbulent viscosity.
where d is the distance from the wall and f w is the wall distruction function and:
in which S is the vorticity magnitude.S is the modified vorticity magnitude found from:
The constant values are C b1 = 0.1355, C b2 = 0.622, C v1 = 7.1, σ = 2/3, C w2 = 0.3 and κ = 0.41. In k − ω SST turbulence model two additional differential equations are solved to find the turbulent viscosity; one equation is for turbulent kinetic energy and the second one is for dissipation rate.
F 1 and F 2 are blending function. All constants are computed by a blend from the corresponding constant
The constants for the model are :
Detached Eddy Simulation is an efficient method which combines the advantages of RANS close to the wall with advantages of LES away from the walls. DES is proposed to work with both SA and k − ω SST turbulence models. 10, 11 The turbulence model acts as LES sub-grid model at locations where grid resolution is fine enough and it functions as a regular RANS model where the grid is not fine enough. In practice the effective turbulence length scale l RAN S is compared with local finite difference cell size, l LES ∆. If the effective turbulence length scale is less than cell size in a region, then the cells of that region are treated as part of the subgrid. Choosing different turbulence models for near the wall simulation means that we are changing the way that we are interpretting turbulence length scale from the wall. For SA model this would be extracted from a very straight forward relationd = min(d, C DES ∆) in which d is distance from wall, C DES is a closure coefficient whose value is 0.65 and finallyd is the value that replaces distance from the wall in SA model. Since in SST turbulence model the length scale is l = k 1/2 /(β * ), the SST-DES length scale isl = min(l, C DES ∆)
II.C. Numerical Method
The computational fluid dynamics code used here is known as PARCAE and solves the unsteady threedimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations on structured multiblock grids using a cell-centered finite-volume method with artificial dissipation as proposed by Jameson et al. 12 Information exchange for flow computation on multiblock grids using multiple CPUs is implemented through the MPI (Message Passing Interface) protocol. The flow equations are discretized in space by a structured hexahedral grid using a cell-centered finite-volume method. Since within the code each block is considered as a single entity, only flow and turbulence quantities at the block boundaries need to be exchanged. The governing equations are solved explicitly in a coupled manner through a five stage Runge-Kutta scheme towards the steady state with local-time stepping, residual smoothing, and multigrid for convergence acceleration. The turbluence model equations are solved uisng stagger-couple method. Further details of the numerical method can be found in Ref. 13 .
III. Results & Discussion
The problem under consideration is the flow over an arc airfoil with 10% thickness and 0.075m chord length, placed in a channel with the same span and height as the chord length of the airfoil. Yamaoto and Tanida 14 did experimental analysis on this problem. They found that in a certain range of pressure ratio P b /P 0 = 0.657 to P b /P 0 = 0.675 the boundary layer shock wave interaction over the airfoil produces instabilities and the shock waves over the airfoil start to oscillate. Yamaoto and Tanida found that by increasing the pressure ratio, the frequency of oscillations increases until the flow becomes unstable and the normal shocks over the airfoil start to oscillate with 180 phase difference. They also used two dimensional URANS method in combination with Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model to predict the oscillation frequency. Their numerical studies predicted frequency much higher than the experiments. Later Ji and Liu 5 did the same computations and showed that for the flow over the arc airfoil, not all the turbulence models behave the same. In all cases the predicted oscillation frequency is much higher than experiment result. Based on these observations this section is divided to two parts. In part one we study and compare different turbulence models. In part two the physcal behavior of the problem is analyzed.
III.A. Turbulence Models
The two different methods URANS and DES are used in this research to further evaluate the effect of turbulence models. DES has been successfully applied to shock oscillation problems 15 and can potentially capture more details of the flow field and be more accurate than the conventional turbulence models. In this study we use two different turbulence models, namely S − A and k − ω for DES. In this way we can be confident about our DES method. Figure 1 shows the computational grid. A C-type grid is used. The domain starts from 2.5 chords upstream of the airfoil center (inlet) to 2.5 chords downstream of the airfoil center (outlet). At the channel inlet uniform total pressure, total temperature, and zero flow angle are specified. At the channel outlet the static pressure is specified. The adiabatic no-slip boundary condition is specified on the arc airfoil surfaces and endwalls. The flow Reynolds number is 1.0×10
6 based on the chord length of the arc airfoil. Figures 2-5 show the Mach number contour at 4 sequential time instants during one period of the shock oscillation at pressure ratio P b /P 0 = 0.695 using S − A, k − ω SST, S − A DES, and k − ω SST DES models. All the figures show the shock waves on the top and bottom of the airfoil moving back and forth in a periodic motion. The unsteadiness is due to the shock interaction with the boundary layer over the arc airfoil surface.
As the top shock moves upstream, it becomes weaker and the separation becomes smaller. At the same time , the bottom shock moves downstream and becomes stronger, causing separation at the arc airfoil lower surface. As the separation on the lower surface becomes large enough, the bottom shock is pushed upstream and the top shock moves downstram. The consquence of this behavior is an unsteady shock oscillation over the airfoil and vortex shedding from the trailing edge. The anticpated shedding due to this phenomena is not captured by S − A model. For other models, the flow Fields show the vortex shedding. That will affect the shock oscillation frequency. Figure 6 shows the aerodynamic force history using different models. The lift coefficients are almost the same for the 4 different models, except the k − ω SST DES model which has slightly higher predictions. The Fourier Analysis on the lift coefficient is shown in Fig. 7 . The frequencies of the shock oscillation at the pressure ratio of P b /P 0 = 0.695 are almost the same (almost 675HZ) when k − ω SST, S − A DES, and k − ω SST DES models are used. The shock oscillation frequency for S − A model is lower (only 570HZ). It is very difficult do draw any substantional conclusion from this obsevation but as this may imply that S − A model is less accurate in predicting the separation location in comparison to the other models, Based on this idea since S − A can not predict the correct location of the separation, it predicts the extreme locations of the oscillating shock waves incorrectly which in turn results in different frequency prediction from the other methods.
III.B. Shock Oscillation and Related Parameters
Looking at Mach contours of the different models, we observe that k − ω SST model can give very similar result to DES methods. The following results are the shock wave location and frequency at different pressure ratios using k − ω SST model. Figure 8 compares the computational shock wave locations at different pressure ratios with experimental results. The computational results show the same trend as the experiments. At the lower pressure ratio the flow in the channel is steady. When the pressure ratio P b /P 0 reaches a certain point , the flow in the channel becomes unsteady. Finally when the pressure ratio P b /P 0 passes a threshhold the flow becomes steady again. Computational results show different unsteady onset points with the experiments. The reason for this dicrepency is still under study but two potential causes are different inlet velocity profiles or 3-dimensionality effects. Both of these affect the boundary layer thicknesses on the end wall. This causes the channel throat to appear at different location. As will be shown later, the instability onset points significantly depend on the shock wave location. The unsteady region is shifted to the right side of the experiments. Figure  9 shows the shock oscillation frequency at different pressure ratios P b /P 0 . As the pressure ratio increases, the frequency decreases. The computational line is shown right inside of the experimental line. If the shock oscillation frequencies are plotted against shock oscillation mean locations, the two lines of computation and experiment collapse well which is shown in Fig. 10 . This may indicate that the shock oscillation frequency really depends on the mean shock location. The shock oscillation amplitude against shock oscillation mean location plot is shown in Fig. 11 . The trend of computational results is similar to the experimental results. The only difference is that the computations have slightly larger amplitudes than experimental results. The reason is still not quite clear at this time.
IV. Conclusion and Future Work
Four different turbulence models are used to solve an arc airfoil contained in a channel. All of the turbulence models successfully capture the oscillatory behavior of the flow in the a certain pressure range, even though that pressure does not completely match the experiments. S − A model seems to be underpredicting the oscillation frequency in comparison to the other methods. Also perfect match between shock wave location and frequency was observed.
It seems that to have the numerical solution match the experiments, special attention must be paid to predict the shock wave location precisely on the airfoil. This in turn signifies the inlet profile boundary condition as a potent field for future studies. At the current stage the models are capable of predicting trends observed in experments correctly. It is also shown that k − ω SST unlike S − A turbulence model can achieve results as accurate as DES models.
Also three dimensional computation of this problem is can be very important since all the two dimensional computations predict oscillation frequencies which are 50 to 100 percent higher than the experimental results. This means that there might be three dimensional mechanisms that govern the oscillation frequency.
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